
Activate & Reclaim Your Personal 
Power, Passion & Purpose 

 
NOW is the Perfect Time to 

Own, Activate and Truly Embody 
Your Inner Athlete 

 
And no, you won’t even have to 

stand on your head or compete to do it! ; -) 
 

Your Inner Athlete is the part of YOU that 
is naturally motivated from within to: 

 
Instinctively Move/Self-Preservation 

Achieve Excellence/Experience Life Firsthand 
Have New Experiences/New Identity, Passion & Purpose 

Hi All ~  
I am so excited so many of you will be with us tomorrow night! and even if you 
cannot physically make that day & time, I will make sure you get the Post Call 
Goodies.  
     

Venus Retrograde is a good time to pause, pull-back & review our relationship 
& financial patterns, how we naturally attract & repel love, support & 
resources. My thing about working with the planetary cycles is: do what is 
supported. Periodic down-time or regular reboots often become necessary and 
quite useful when you honor them without denial or resistance.  
     

Venus retrogrades every 18-months, shifting our values & priorities in small, 
personal ways and every 8-years she retrogrades in/around the same Sign, 
shifting them in larger ways, and rebooting the cycle completely. The last time she 
did this in Aries was Feb-June 2009. Our values around love & money have 
changed dramatically since then and so have the priorities for living.  
    

To adapt/adjust and consciously co-create with Venus is to invite the *magic* 
in monthly as she connects with Mama Moon, and together they infuse each of us 
with a customized, alchemical mix of deep feminine JuJu  to work with in our 
own lives each month.  
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Join me and the Venus Circle tomorrow (access info below) when I hope to 
inspire you to want to work with Venus directly. Beyond that, I encourage you to 
review your Personal Activations for where her extended stay happens for you 
personally and then you will know for sure. 
   
PS ~ Past Venus Circle Members get $25 Off  
& Anyone who gets Reading + Custom Guide,  
Receives 3-months FREE of the Monthly Circle.  
Click Here for Details 
 

Please Invite Others if you feel called to ; -)) 
* 

Who is the Venus Reading, Custom Guide & Monthly Circle good for? 
~ Anyone who wants to better understand their own 

patterns around Love, Money & Magnetics. 
~ Anyone who likes doing the self-work and also likes 

the support of a community with common goals. 
~ Anyone who is looking for a NEW Passion, Purpose or Identity 

and feels ‘in between’ on these matters. 
~ Anyone who is truly ready to consciously get their outer priorities 

realigned to match their inner values. 
~ Anyone who wants to consciously co-create with the 

current upgrade of their Love, Money & Magnetics. 
~ Anyone who wants to simply learn more about themselves 

and their values, priorities & personal patterns. 
~ Anyone who has strong/many Fire Signs or Cardinal Signs: 

Leo/Sag/Aries/Libra/Cancer/Capricorn in their chart.  
 

Click Here for Venus Retro in Aries 2017 Article (4-pg/pdf) 
Click Here for Details on Venus Reading + Custom Guide (1-pg/pdf) 
Click Here for Audio Excerpt from 2009 Venus Circle (15-min/mp3) 

    
I'm looking forward to connecting with you ; -) 
Blessings & Gratitude, 
Kelly  

 
Namaste' ~ Kelly  

https://KarmicTools.wordpress.com   
www.KarmicTools.com  
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